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General messages:
(i) make sure that IT kit is put into low power mode when temporarily idle, and is switched off when idle for longer periods
(ii) if you have to print, be more efficient, maximising use of toner and each sheet of paper
(iii) review layout and temperature settings for any on site server rooms, reduce cooling levels and switch off any redundant or unused servers or storage
ID

Technology

Aim

Responsibility

Methods and approaches
ICT supplier
(device
settings)

10%TT1

All Office IT and
other electronic
equipment

Minimise energy
consumption
when not in use

1.     Check all available power saving standby modes (such as Sleep and Hibernate) and
power-down software facilities, are activated either by Supplier as default settings, or by
Staff action, minimising the elapsed idle time allowed before they are triggered, typically
allow 5 mins before Sleep mode and another 15 mins before Hibernate.

x

2.     Secure elapsed time settings so that user unable to adjust

x

3.     If user able to adjust elapsed times then, if available, enable any reset default facility
on user logging off /switching off device

x

4.     Remove active screen savers from PCs (they prevent operation of power standby
modes)

x

5. Purchase and deploy power timer switches for non-networked and power-hungry devices
that do not have automatic operation of low power standby modes

Staff
(behaviour
change)

ICT supplier
(tools and
devices)

x

x

x

6. Where moveable power sockets are available ensure they are on top of desks to
encourage users to switch off equipment

x

7. Provide intelligent power gangs that switch off power to all sockets when a PC/laptop
connected to a lead socket is switched off and there are high-powered peripheral devices
connected

10%TT2

10%TT3

All UADs

Laptops

Minimise in use
energy
consumption

Minimise in use
energy
consumption

Managers (Estates,
ICT, sustainability)

x

x

8. Switch off and if possible unplug device at power socket when not in use or required for
operations (merely switching off an electronic device may leave inbuilt or power lead
transformers and network cards still drawing power)

x

9. If 'last to leave' switch off and where possible unplug devices at end of day

x

10    Arrange for security staff or cleaning staff to switch off and unplug devices left on
overnight, labelling those that must not be powered down

x

11. Prepare and issue staff with clear guidance on how to do the actions described here
and use awareness/training campaigns to promote actions that can reduce power
consumption, seeking ideas from staff as to any others that could help

x

12    Provide regular reporting and staff feedback on building/ office energy consumption,
and hold competitions between teams

x

13 Appoint a Green Champion for your business area, to drive behaviour change

x

1. Reduce screen brightness and up contrast setting, paying due regard to acccessibility
needs

x

2. Adjust default power management settings to match user ways of working to minimise
waste of power without impairing work activity

x

x

3. Disable USB and internal drives when not using

x

1. Unplug power leads from mains when laptop battery fully charged

x

2. After checking settings shut laptop lid when using external monitor

x

3. Turn wireless connection OFF when not in use.

x
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10%TT4

Printers and Copiers

Reduce printing
activity footprint

Staff
(behaviour
change)

ICT supplier
(tools and
devices)

1. Deter staff from publishing large documents on paper and encourage publication on
intranet and internet web sites instead

x

2. Ensure all internal handbooks, correspondence, transactions, manuals and materials are
made available on-line, eg on Intranets
3. Provide statistics on paper consumption, setting targets and holding competitions to
reduce volumes

10%TT5

Fax

Reduce paper
printing from fax
machines

Managers (Estates,
ICT, sustainability)

x
x

4. Where high volume copying cannot be avoided, use copiers or reprographic machines
instead of copying on printers

x

5. If printing a large document then use a high volume printer.

x

6. Always preview print especially web pages to remove extraneous material

x

7. Don't print b/w on colour printers (usually more energy intensive, but beware an old b/w
printer may be less efficient than an new colour MFD)

x

8. Authors to structure documents so that reader can get the information required by
printing selectively eg by providing up-front summaries

x

9. Ensure print devices are regularly maintained to avoid jams and re-prints etc

x

10. Where available set defaults in printer drivers and/or select for
- double sided printing(duplex)
- grey scale (eg when printing coloured docs)
- draft quality, max 300 dpi
- low ink density fonts
- 2-colour printing

x

11. If available activate proximity printing to avoid uncollected, wasted print

x

12. If available provide access to more advanced settings for users to deploy for greater
intensity of material on a page when setting print jobs, eg booklet printing (2-up side by
side) NB Action print reduction settings with due regard for accessibility/readability

x

13. Set default script to ask user on accessing driver whether this print can be avoided

x

14. Set up networked scanners to scan to email

x

1. Enable fax to email to avoid paper usage where appropriate

x

x

x

x

2. Avoid spam faxes by registering fax numbers with fax preference service

x

3. Encourage displacement of faxes with use of emails etc

x

4. Turn-off default printing of confirmation sheets

x

5. Pre-set / register fax numbers for incoming faxes, to reject those from unregistered
numbers (spams)

x

x

x
x
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10%TT6

Storage

1. Reduce volume
1. Promote/enforce existing corporate Information Management policies and practices that
of all stored
directly reduce paper and storage volumes
information
2. If available activate email, file and folder compression options

2. Reduce
capacity required
for emails

x
x

x

Adopt/promote/enforce corporate email policy and practices including
1. Quotas/capacity limits
2. Archiving
3. Ultimate deletion
4. Default 'reply to sender” not “reply to all”
5. Remove receipt notifications
6. Limit the size of email signature blocks, trailers and banners
7. Avoid use of iconography in standard signatures
8. Email URLs rather than content
9. Cull unwanted emails and conversations
10. Avoid use of iconography in signatures
11. Where available use collaboration spaces such as Sharepoint and Huddle, for
preparing material (saving email attachments and replications)

10%TT7

Managers (Estates,
ICT, sustainability)

x

3. Introduce ‘clean up’ days to
-       Cull emails and other material
-       Move material from personal to corporate repositories

On-site Computer
Rooms (being air
conditioned rooms
containing servers,
comms, storage
devices)

Staff
(behaviour
change)

ICT supplier
(tools and
devices)

1. Reduce energy 1. Set computer room air conditioning (CRAC) to operate at as high a temperature and
consumed for
humidity as allowed within the manufacturer’s stated operating ranges for their equipment,
cooling
and maintaining headroom for business continuity of operations in event of CRAC failure

2. Establish any empty spaces being needlessly cooled and remove / reduce cooling
1.Review air flows for each Computer room to ascertain where
-       Mixing occurs
2. Maximise effect
-       Hot rather than cold air is being fed into devices
of cooling
Air heated by one device is ingested by another
and where appropruiate adjust physical layout as follows

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

2. All in-rack gaps are filled with blanking plates to reduce cold air leakage and air heated
by one device being ingested by another

x

x

3. Installation of aperture brushes (draught excluders) or cover-plates to cover all air
leakage opportunities in each rack including;
>floor openings at the base of the rack
>gaps at the sides, top and bottom of the rack, between equipment or
mounting rails
and the perimeter of the rack

x

x

4. Closing all unwanted apertures in the raised floor.

x

x

5. Maintaining unbroken rows of racks/cabinets to prevent air mixing, using blanked empty
x
racks where gaps occur
6. Solid doors on racks can be removed or replaced (where doors are necessary eg for
security) with perforated doors to ensure optimum air flow for cooling the rack, noting some x
racks designed to be cooled by vertical air flow and others by horizontal air flow
3. Unimpeded air
Review and reduce the level of obstruction created by cabling, cable trays and other
flows through the
structures in the air flow paths
Computer room

x

x
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Top Tips for 10% target - Some useful metrics and links

One year

= 365 days

=
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8760 hours

Number of tCO2 per KwH :
See URL
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/business/reporting/pdf/ghg-cf-guidelines2008.pdf
Nov 2010 fig

Price per KwH:
See URL

Carbon price
See URL

0.543 kgCO2 per KwH

http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/statistics/publications/prices/prices.aspx
Table 3.4.2 Prices of fuels purchased by non-domestic consumers in the United Kingdom (including the Climate Change Levy)
Over last 12 months average of
£0.08 per KwH

http://www.decc.gov.uk/assets/decc/what%20we%20do/a%20low%20carbon%20uk/carbon%20valuation
Nov 2010 fig
£12 per tCO2

Typical power consumption figures

Device

power
power
in use
on standby Comment
(watts/hr) (watts/hr) (Defra 2009 study)

PC
Thin Client processor
Laptop
Screen/monitor
Single function printer
Copier
Network device
Server
Storage
Cooling

70
10
35
26
123
280
80
200
0.2
150

2
1
0.2
1.5
19
6
80
200
0.2
150

Processor only
Processor only
No external peripherals
LCD devices

Av of switch/router
Can exceeed 450wh (Gartner)
1Gb on SAN
For 200wh server

Metrics for UAD peripherals
Screen Saver
Laptop screen
Reducing the screen
Brightness/Contrast. without
degrading the quality of the
display.
Switch off WIFI

upto 20w ontop of normal Office working
6w

3 watts
3 watts

for reducing brightness by 10%

